
 
 
 
FINISH AWARENESS FORM 
 

My designer has presented me with the unique characteristics, of my selected finish. 
I understand and agree to the following finish specification (check chosen finish below): 

 

o Opaque Finish-- known as painted finishes --may develop hairline fractures that can appear in paints and glazes at wood joints due 
to natural wood shrinkage and expansion caused by changing humidity levels. This does not affect the integrity of the joint, and is 
most noticeable on mitered doors. Painted wood doors (without special effects) are constructed with MDF center panels to reduce 
panel movement and ensure a smooth, even surface.  A painted slab-style door is constructed entirely of MDF. 

o Glazed Finish- A glaze is applied over a sanded sealer coat, which doesn’t allow it to penetrate the wood, and can vary significantly 
depending on door/drawer profiling. Deeper profiles allow more “hang up” to be visible, while more shallow profiles may not be as 
noticeable. 

o Brushed Finish- A brushed finish is designed to give depth and movement to the selected base color. Depending on the 
combination selected, the finished look can range from an aged, weathered appearance to a modern, contemporary look. 

o Baroque- Baroque’s tonal variations are achieved by a variety of stain application methods, including speckling; pairing with a 
variety of special effects that include medium dents, rasping, chisel marks, and an abundance of worm holes. 

o Bristol- Only available on Alder or Pecan, Bristol’s special effects include medium dents, rasping, chisel marks and worm holes, 
combined with wiping stain, dry brush glaze and cowtailing for tonal variations on this complex finish. 

o Bungalow- Only available on Quartersawn Oak, Bungalow’s special effects include: medium dents, worm holes, hand applied small 
irregular glazed effects, and a matte appearance which shows hints of brazened and scored edges. 

o Burnt Sienna- Burnt Sienna features a variety of color tones and special effects combined with sand over and distressing. Dips on 
inside and outside profiles along with stress cracks are added to enhance the appearance. 

o Camelot- Only available on Alder, Camelot’s special effects combine with tonal variation and include the following:  medium dent, 

rasping, worm holes, and a matte appearance showing hints of brazened edges and cowtailing.  

o Renaissance-Only available on Cherry, Renaissance’s tonal variations are achieved by a variety of stain application methods, 

including speckling; pairing with a variety of special effects that include medium dents, rasping, chisel marks, and an abundance of 
worm holes. 

o Rococo- Only available on Cherry, Rococo’s special effects include medium dents, rasping, chisel marks and worm holes, combined 
with wiping stain, dry brush glaze and cowtailing for tonal variations on this complex finish. 

o Tuscany- Only available on Cherry, Tuscany’s special effects include sand over, distressing, strike out, sand through, edging, and 
speckling. Random stress cracks are added to enhance the appearance. 

o Antiquing- Antiquing is achieved by lightly sanding over profiles, worm holes, light dents, and chiseling with randomly scraped 
profiles prior to finish application.  The effects used for Antiquing are lighter and fewer than Vintage Touch. 

o Vintage Clear- Vintage Clear includes sand over and sand through for a weathered appearance. 

o Vintage Touch- Vintage Touch creates a vintage appeal by randomly distressing the wood with dents, wormholes, and rasping.  

Sanding over profiles before and after finishing creates an antiqued look that simulates the natural wearing of wood resulting from 
years of use. 

o Heirloom Black- Heirloom Black utilizes all of the features of Vintage Touch--with the exception of “speckling”; by randomly 

distressing the wood with dents, wormholes, and rasping.  Sanding over profiles before and after finishing with the addition of gray-
toned edging creates an antiqued look that simulates natural wear. 

o Blackberry- Blackberry features light Vintage Touch effects, which include:  randomly distressing the wood with dents, wormholes, 
and rasping.  Sanding over profiles after finishing, and the application of red-toned edging creates an aged look that simulates 
natural wear. 

 
Neither Omega nor Omega’s authorized dealer will be held responsible for a customer’s dissatisfaction with conditions occurring within this 
agreement.  If these conditions have been carefully explained to you and you understand and accept them, please sign below.  Orders will 
not be processed unless accompanied by this signed authorization. 

 
 
 
_______________________________________________                     ____________________________________ 
Customer Signature     Date  Dealer Signature          Date 


